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Shelley's Ideas of Revolutionary Poets in Alastor
                 and The RevoZt oflslam
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1) The East for Shelley

As Edward Said's Orientalism shows, Romantic poets were interested in the Orient

or the East in their poetry and they contributed to forming ideas about it from the

Western point of view.i) For them, the Eastern world represented the antithesis of

the Western values. Their writings, therefore, always contained political and moral

polemics against the European or the English societies. While Hellenism anti-

chronologically symbolized a spiritual millennium for Romantic inspiration,
orientalism could geographically either epitomize the ethical and political dangers

after the tumult of the French Revolution or reflect revolutionary values totally

neglected and repressed in the culturally strange world. Byron's oriental poems, for

example, present pessimistic heroes who fight against the 'IUrkish tyranny without

futuristic perspectives. The East in these poems represents physical and geographi-

cal indifference to their insatiable passion. The Giaour, who attacks and ki11s

Hassan for his rancour and hatred, lives a solitary life under torment of repressed

passion, and his deed remains socially and politically unrewarded. Conrad and
Lara are the same in their commitment to the regional societies.

  Shelley also used the Orient as a literary device and always associated it with

travel, as seen in Alastor, The Revolt oflslam, Prometheus Unbound and The Witch

ofAtlas. None of his fictional characters stays in the Orient, but they travel either

from or to it. Shelley emphasizes the interaction between the East and the West,

both physically and psychologically. In other words, he understands the East as a

place whence responses to western values are possibly gained, and this can clearly

be seen in his narrative poems: Alastor and The Revolt of Islam.2) The Poet in

Alastor (hereafter called the Alastor poet) is clearly a traveller from Europe to

India,3) and Laon and Cythna go to liberate the people under tyranny from Argolis

in Greece to the Golden City. The Eastern world, therefore, gives various impres-

sions to them, and they, in turn, affect it through their presence, Ianguage and
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actions. This, of course, suggests that Shelley created rather than depicted the East

through the protagonists' eyes.

  Describing repugnance or acceptance of the protagonists' views in the East,
Shelley proposes his own revolutionary ideas and also reflects the political situation

in contemporary English society. In the poems, the people in the East interpret the

words and deeds ofthe protagonists without prejudices. Shelley seems to have used

the Eastern setting in order to remove the reader's biases against his poetic and

political principles, which were supposed to be dangerous and harmfu1 for English

society by many contemporary critics. This can be considered as a challenge against

the contemporary readership, which tended to be involved in political and religious

discussions on literary magazines. Of eourse, his use ofthe fashionable East setting

also implies that he attempts to attract public attention to his own poetry and to

gain some popularity.

  Politically, Alastor and The Revolt of lslam seem to have one consistent thematic

message. The prefaces of the poems obliquely criticize the pessimism and cynicism

of the contemporary literature, emphasizing fraternal sympathy for realizing a

perfectly peacefu1 and equal world. In the preface to Alastor, Shelley denounces

those who would be absorbed in their own passion and selfish judgement and would

care neither about themselves nor about their neighbours. This virtually denies the

desperate heroes in Byron's oriental poems.

They who, deluded by no generous error, instigated by no sacred thirst of

doubtfu1 knowledge, duped by no illustrious superstition, loving nothing on

this earth, and cherishing no hopes beyond, yet keep aloof from sympathies

with their kind, rejoicing neither in human joy nor mourning with human

grief these, and such as they, have their apportioned curse. They languish,

because none feel with them their common nature. They are morally dead.
They are neither friends, nor lovers, nor fathers, nor citizens of the world, nor

benefactors oftheir country. (SPP 69-70)

On the contrary, Shelley presents the Alastor poet as pure, innocent, ardent,

sympathetic, imaginative both in knowledge, understanding, feelings and morality,

though solitary and unsocial. His failure to establish himself as a poet does not

derive from his characters, but from his social relationship: "The Poet's self-centred

seclusion was avenged by the furies of an irresistible passion pursuing him to
speedy ruin" (SPP 69) . "He drinks deep of the fountains of knowledge, and is still

insatiate"(SPP 69), and travels towards the East, seeking for the unattainable

ideal. His knowledge and wisdom, therefore, are wasted in search of his own
ontological mystery in vain. His sincerity and zeal ironically lead to self-
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destruction. But it is important that they do not corrupt others as Byronic heroes

do.`) The Alastor poet just believes the East to be a place for esoteric
transcendentalism.

  Against such a fantastic, visionary picture, The Revolt of lslam provides a much

more realistic and materialistic world of tyranny and fighting. Its poetic genre and

its fictional stage are quite different from those of Alastor. The Revolt of Islam

epically narrates objective stories about the revolt held by people in the Golden City

and about the heroic leaders, Laon and Cythna. Though the poem depicts the
reality of the war and the people, it keeps mystifying the protagonists. Though it

concludes with futility of personal idealism against massive physical violence, it

never ceases praising the beautifu1 idealism and love of Laon and Cythna. This

shows that the fundamental messages in Alastor and in The Revolt of Islam are
basically the same; they display social functions of poets or poetic figures towards

the world. Shelley declares the purpose of The Revolt oflslam in the preface:

I would only awaken the feelings, so that the reader should see the beauty of

true virtue, and be incited to those inquiries which have led to my moral and

political creed, and that of some of the sublimest intellects in the world. The

Poem therefore ...is narrative, not didactic. (SPW 32)

Describing "the beauty of true virtue" and requesting the reader's understanding

and sympathy, he implies that tensions between democracy and tyranny exist in

Europe and England as well as in the fictional East, and that public understanding

of, and sympathy with, his poetics are necessary for a possible revolt in reality.

Shelley insists that the political creeds of intellectuals including himself contribute

to solving such oppositions and realizing a peacefu1 society. "The Poem therefore is

narrative, not didactic" because he wants to gain agreement to his idea rather than

to teach the reader his principles. In The Revolt of Islarn, the East is used as a

canvas for simulating a revolutionary vision in Europe and, therefore, as a place of

expecting activities and historical changes. Here, it is important for us to notice

that he intends both to supplement the personal narrative, Alastor, with a social

dimension, and to attract public attention through the fashionable genre for

popularity, the lack of which determined the Alastor poet's doom in his lonely
annihilation. This sequence between the Alastor poet's tragic death and Shelley's

appeal for popularity in the preface to The Revolt of lslam is not a coincidence. It

hints at a dark background for contemporary poets.

  The image of the solitary, unsocial, neglected AIastor poet reminds us of Thomas.

Chatterton, who was a symbolic figure of the Romantic fear about unpopularity and

termination of career. Not only Coleridge and Wordsworth wrote about him in their
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poems, but also Shelley refers to him when he discusses popularity as a reward for

poets in Adonais.5) In the preface to The Revolt oflslam, half revealing his own fear

about popularity, Shelley claims that he has written without care of contemporary

criticisms and with his own artistic standard for idealistic composition. He borrows

authorities for his writing principle from Homer, Shakespeare and Milton,
suggesting that his poem should be read as aimed at becoming a masterpiece.

It is the misfortune of this age that its Writers, too thoughtless of immortality,

are exquisitely sensible to temporary praise or blame. They write with the

fear of Reviews before their eyes.... Ihave sought therefore to write, as I

believe that Homer, Shakespeare, and Milton, wrote, with an utter disregard

of anonymous censure. . . . Should the Public judge that my composition is

worthless, I shall indeed bow before the tribunal from which Milton received

his crown ofimmortality. . . . (SPW35-6)

Shelley defines a possible contemporary revolution as a supreme theme for epic

writing. In spite ofthe failure and catastrophe of Laon and Cythna, he proposes the

East in the poem as a place in which leadership of poets and poetic talents can be

evaluated and effective in revolution and reformation. He prepares the poem's

ending as hopefu1 and prophetic of the better future. Against the pessimistic
political vision after the French Revolution and Byron's misanthropy, Shelley offers

a positive, optimistic epitome of the East.6)

It is an experiment on the temper ofthe public mind, as to how far a thirst for

a happier condition of moral and political society survives, among the
enlightened and refined, the tempests which have shaken the age in which we

live. . . . Hence gloom and misanthropy have become the characteristics ofthe

age in which we live, the solace of a disappointment that unconsciously finds

relief only in the wilfu1 exaggeration of its own despair. This influence has

tainted the literature of the age with the hopelessness of the minds from

which it flows. . . . Our works of fiction and poetry have been overshadowed

by the same infectious gloom. But mankind appear to me to be emerging
from their trance. I am aware, methinks, ofa slow, gradual, silent change. In

this belief I have composed the following Poem. (SPW 32-4)

The Revolt of Islam, in this way, seems to have answered questions raised by the

Alastor poet. His death remains unknown and ineffectual and can never decipher

the absolute ontological enigma, which never allows him to leap over the boundary

of death into a transcendental world. His infinite search for his ultimate
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identification is unanswerable, but his philosophical question is transmuted into a

political and social one in the epic poem. Through fraternal feelings and mutual

sympathy, moral idealism can be transmitted over generations. Dimensions of
achievement are different, but Shelley seems to be successfu1 in translating the

Eastern setting in his own style and rendering it in his poetics.

2) Wanderlust:Alastor

The motives of the Alastor poet to start his journey to the East come from two
different circumstances. The first one is his temperament or disposition urging him

towards the ideal being. As "Hymn to Intellectual Beauty" clearly displays,
Shelley's persona poets imaginatively aspire toward the ideal. Such momentum
appears not only in the imaginative vision but also in the actual geographical

journey of the Alastor poet. A willfu1 journey in search for the ideal being is a

universal theme, and it is remarkably noticed in Romantic writings like Novalis's

Heinrich Von Ofterdingen (1802) . Heinrich wanders to search for "the blue flower,"

which is his own ideal image, and he inquires about art and self-understanding.

Like Novalis's novel, one of the themes in Alastor is to study the workings of a poet's

mind in a halfreal and halfunrealjourney.7) Shelley says in the preface:

The poem entitled "ALASTOR," may be considered as allegorical of one of the

most interesting situations of the human mind. It represents a youth of

uncorrupted feelings and adventurous genius led forth by an imagination
infiamed and purified through familiarity with all that is excellent and

majestic, to the contemplation of the universe. He drinks deep of the
fountains ofknowledge, and is still insatiate. The magnificence and beauty of

the external world sinks profoundly into the frame of his conceptions, and
affords to their modifications a variety not to be exhausted. (SPP 69)

The Alastor poet is defined as ' a youth not only with goodness but also with aspiring

imagination, and this combination of a pure soul and of a desire for the mystery of

the universe produces a unique exemplum of a human mind troubled and wandered
between this world and the world beyond.8) Shelley offers the poem as a case to be

studied by the reader, who must be informed with idiosyncrasies of poets' nature

and must be questioned about public neglect and harshness against poets, as
already discussed. This is, in fact, deeply related to the second motive of the Alastor

poet's trip.

  The narrator briefiy mentions the other reason for the Alastor poet's self-exile

from his native land, pointing the difficulties of his ideas accepted in society and of
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his finding psychologically restfu1 place there. Insinuating his own biographical

confiict with his father and the consequent exile both from his homeland and later

his nation,9) Shelley creates an archetype of a doomed, dreamy poet, typically shown

in his lyrics and other works like Prince Athanase, Julian and Maddalo and
Epipsychidion.iO)

   When early youth had past, he left

His cold fireside and alienated home

To seek strange truths in undiscovered lands. (SPP 72)

This background of "alienated home" overshadows the whole poem. The diflicult
relationship between an aspiring poet and the public appears here. His first failure

in his native land anticipates a second. In the Eastern setting too, he loses even

narrowly remained social relationship. He even refuses friendship with an actual

"Arab maiden"(SPP 73) and seeks a more esoteric relationship with "a single
image"(SPP 69) of the ideal maiden.'i) He finally lapses into a solipsistic

hermitage, engorged by his own imaginative visions and insatiable passions
"pursuing him to speedy ruin" (SPP 69)

  As Byronic pessimistic heroes, whose principles are self-love and self-righteous

mystification, are considered to be socially dangerous, the Alastor poet might be

seen as dangerous and poisonous for society as well as heroic. Though he must be

distinguished from Byronic heroes by his good quality,'2) it is decisive for Shelley

that the Alastor poet lacks social sympathy. Christine Gallant rightly analyses the

preface: "The reproving tone of the second paragraph implies that the attempt to

live without such sympathy is reprehensible, and that the poem is thus supposed to

be a warning of what can happen to even the best-intentioned of men."i3) In Alastor,

Shelley describes not only the public indifference to poets but also typical mistakes

of such poets.

  In the pessimistic mood after the French Revolution, Shelley understood that it

would be harmfu1 for intellectuals to be self-indulgent in unsocial or anti-social

seclusion. Poetry needs social context to be read and transmitted; poets must have

audiences and social relationships. Here comes a great dilemma for Shelley.
Popularity is indispensable for poets to be acknowledged and to become influential

in a society, but idealist poets are often excluded for their very thoughts. The Ioss of

the Alastor poet is a great damage for the society because it should be nurtured by

spiritual force like his. Shelley comments in A Defence ofPoetr y:

Poem is a fountain for ever overflowing with the waters of wisdom and
delight; and after one person and one age has exhausted all its divine
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effluence which their peculiar relations enable them to share, another and yet

another succeeds, and new relations are ever developed, the source of an
unforeseen and an unconceived delight. (SPP 500)

His journey, which should be prevented, symbolizes the unavoidable conclusion by

social neglect or even repression of liberal artistic activities. It is also a fault of the

Alastor poet that he did not attempt to use his capabilities for social purposes.

Instead of succeeding inspiriting power, he just leaves "pale despair and cold
tranquillity"(SPP 87). So, what has he found or have we found in his travel to the

East ?

  Before starting composing Alastor, Shelley made a trip up the Thames in a boat

with Mary Wollestonecraft, Thomas Love Peacock and Charles Clairemont in
August 1815 for ten days.i`) His experience is certainly reflected in the Alastor

poet's journey up the river. For Shelley, the image of the river is particularly

important in figuratively expressing ontological questions like the Alastor poet's.

He goes up the rivers Indus and Oxus to seek the origin ofhimselfand mankind; the

origin of rivers and that of a man parallel each other. The river symbolizes
geographical and chronological flow. The Alastor poet's journey up the river
suggests a quest for the origin of time, space, thought and self. This is similarly

suggested in his visits to ancient relics of Greece, Jerusalem, Egypt, Ethiopia: "he

saw / The thri11ing secrets of the birth of time" (SPP 73) .i5) His travel proceeds and

his metaphysical questions develop until "He seeks in vain for a prototype of his

conception"(SPP 69). Refuting Wordsworthian seclusion in nature, Shelley
concludes that a pursuit of the ideal can never become beneficial to a poet and the

reader.

  In "A 'IYeatise on Morals" written probab}y between 1812 to 1815, Shelley
comments on the complex function of human mind, describing our attempts to trace

back our own memories even to infancy and comparing the mind with a river: "It is

like a river whose rapid and perpetual stream flows outwards-Iike one in dread

who speeds through the recesses of some haunted pile and dares not look behind.

The caverns of the mind are obscure and shadowy; or pervaded with a luster,
beautifu11y bright indeed, but shining not beyond their portals."'6) Assimilating the

journeys into space and memory, Shelley virtually claims the impossibility of
detecting the terminations through reco}lection and reasoning. When we go up to

the very first memory, another epistemological question about nativity rises. When

we reach the original spring of a river, we wonder about its creation and its origin.

There is no way for a finite being to know the infinite.i7) The Alastor poet, therefore,

"over the world wanders for ever, / Lone as incarnate death !" (SPP 86) . As William

A. Ulmer says, whether "the Poet's travels lead to the birthplace of humankind in
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the Indian Caucasus or the legendary site of the Garden of Eden near the western

Caucasus, his destination remains the mythic origin."i8) To this, Saree Samir

Makdisi retorts with a convincing interpretation, suggesting the meaningless
topographical identification: "Alastor concerns itself with and limits itself to the

Orient that its Visionary has discovered, explored, appreciated and above all
understood. The `living' Orient of the poem's own present, as opposed to the `dead'

Orient of ruined temples and palaces, is not seen Gust as the Visionary does not

really see the Arab maiden) ."i9)

  On the other hand, even at his death, the Alastor poet still feels "The stream of

thought"(SPP 85). The workings of nature continue indifferent to his subjective

views and reasoning: both the river and his thought flow. His travel finishes in vain

for himself, and his inquiries seem to be useless for the reader. But Shelley
simultaneously suggests one important discovery of the Alastor poet in the poem: he

has realized the image of river as analogous to that of life.

                         "O stream !
Whose source is inaccessibly profound,

Whither do they mysterious waters tend?

    Thou imagest my life ! (SPP 82)

In other words, nature, including the river, never offers anything except what we

give a meaning to: "we receive but what we give, / And in our life alone does Nature

live."20) The Alastor poet comprehends all through various sceneries by the stream's

rapid motion that the world does not answer to his quest. This is in a sense an
understanding of ignorance as Vincent Newey says: "Yet what is most significant

within the context ofAlastor itself is the Poet's wide-awake embrace of his state of

ignorance"(Newey 16).2') His quest for the absolute knowledge terminates with

ignorance. We cannot understand ourselves otherwise than through ourselves. And

when we try to philosophize apart from ourselves, "We are on that verge where

words abandon us, and what wonder ifwe grow dizzy to look down the dark abyss of
how little we know" (Prose 174) .

  However, we can interpret this otherwise: in its rapid motion, its winding and

quick flow, he could get answers about his existence and his life. The stream

suggests that the infinite separation between human intellect and natural
phenomena is not bridgeable with correspondence. The chronological notion can

never be applied to the natural world, and the Alastor poet's quest should be

confined with the dimension of human relationship. If it is vain to detect the
original spring of the river for searching for his ontological problem, it is also vain

that he would try to define the intellectual source as the archetypal beauty and to
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perceive it as a reality.22) Thq reality exists in the flow of the river and in the action

ofhis intellectual activities. It is like poetry. Ifone is obsessed with "what" rather

than with "how" to express, one loses the heart of the matter. In a similar way, the

AIastor poet loses his "how" and forgets his duty as a poet. Since the river reflects

his life, he should not go back the river and go back to the past. But for the future,

he should proceed, as Cythna says in The Revolt oflslam:"our thoughts flow on with

stream, whose waters / Return not to their fountain" (SPW 130) . The vain quest of

the original spring, therefore, represents both his wasted life and his neglected

occupation as a poet.

  The failure of the Alastor poet is that he did not make efforts to converge his own

"stream" of thought with others'. When knowledge and its artistic expression are

purposed just for self-interest, they would become quite unfruitfu1. The solitary

Alastor poet's solipsism prevents his personal ideas from developing into social

actions. As Lloyd Abbey comments, "The `Alastor' poet . . . does not translate his

insight into human concern."23) When solitude is based on principle of self-love, even

beautifu1 idealism cannot but be coneluded as solipsism. According to Shelley's idea

of poetry's social function,-a revolutionary hero must find his satisfaction as people's

response to him.2`) He must turn his eyes not to the past (the origin of time), as the

Alastor poet did, but to the future (the development of time or the rebirth of time).

Shelley describes the East again with a political context in The Revolt of Islam,

using the same image of river at its conclusion.

3) The East Transcended: The Revolt oflslam

The protagonists of The Revolt of Islam, Laon and Cythna, go to the Golden City

forced by the tyrannical army, and there, each of them initiates a rebellion, which

becomes a great revolt almost liberating the city from tyranny. They are strangers

to the people in the city, and their thought appears fresh and disillusioning for them.

They are also presented as poet figures who persuade the people towards liberty and

equality as common goals. Though the plot of an intellectual experiencing the East

is similar to that ofAlastor, their motivation for liberty is described as spontaneous

and unselfish, and it is best represented by the narrator poet's vow to obtain a
superhuman will in order to attain an earthly paradise in "lb Mary -- --": "I will be

wise, / And just, and free, and mild, if in me lies / Such power, for I grow weary to

behold / The selfish and the strong still tyrannise / Without reproach or check"

(SPW 38) . Laon and Cythna use their poetic talents and sacrifice themselves for an

altruism, and they try to see their own idealism gradually reflected in people. Here,

they are obviously different from the Alastor poet. They understand and regard the

social function ofpoets highly. Shelley defines an ideal poet in the preface:
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It is the business of the Poet to communicate to others the pleasure and the

enthusiasm arising out of those images and feelings in the vivid presence of

which within his own mind consists at once his inspiration and his reward.

(SPW 33)

 It is crucially important that poets are socially valuable and infiuential for realizing

 moral goodness, as Shelley repeats the same idea in A Defence of Poetry: "Poetry

 strengthens that faculty which is the organ of the moral nature of man" (SPP 488) .

 He considers unselfishness as one of the most important characteristics for such

 social poets.

   Laon and Cythna obtain their unselfishness from their mutual understanding and

 love; they believe themselves to be each other's soul mate. Laon, for example, finds

 his "second self, far dearer and more fair"(SPW 59) in Cythna. This is greatly

 different from the fatal failure of the Alastor poet who tried to see his double in the

 imagined ideal maiden and who refused to accept the love of the substantial Arab

 maiden. Laon and Cythna, therefore, can analogously associate their own personal
 love with the universal one, as Shelley mentions in the preface: "Love is celebrated

 everywhere as the sole law which should govern the moral world" (SPW 37). They

 understand their union as an example of a hoped-for ideal harmony of people and
 the world: "may all comfort wither / From both the hearts whose pulse in joy now

- beat together. ... If as ourselves we cease to love our kind!"(SPW 90). Neo-

 platonic idea governs their philosophy of love; their mutual love as microcosmic,

 their sympathetic love towards human kind as macrocosmic. Their revolution is
 based on natural and gradual permeation of sympathetic love among people.25) In

 fact, Laon forgives even his enemy, the tyrant.

   Since poetry nourishes sympathy, Laon and Cythna holds nonviolence and uses
 poetic words as a weapon against tyrannical force: "As from a mine of magic store,

 I drew / Words which are weapons"(SPW 58). The words can be powerful because

 they are not those muttered in esoteric correspondence with nature in seclusion like

 the Alastor poet's but they are addressed to people and reflected in their thoughts

 and emotions. Understanding their social role as poets, Laon and Cythna regard
 themselves not as revolutionary heroes but as spokesmen of everlasting poetic spirit

 which transmits social goodness and moral aspiration.

Heroes, and Poets, and prevailing Sages,

   Who leave the vesture of their majesty

   To adorn and clothe this naked world; -and we

Are like to them-such perish, but they leave
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       All hope, or love, or truth, or liberty,

   Whose forms their mighty spirits could conceive,
To be a rule and law to ages that survive. (SPW 128)

Laon and Cythna, who understand liberty as both personal and universal, see
beyond their own age and words. They believe that their poetic spirit does not finish

within their life stories; it could be mythologized, enlarged and multiplied in future

generations: "such may yet become ! / Ay, wiser, greater, gentler"(SPW 56). When

their poetic inspiration is shared with others, it naturally expands in time and

space. Contrary to Byronic heroes' retrospective views of life, it always suggests

prospective views. As Laon and Cythna say, the past corrupts people from within by

remorse and despair: "The past is Death's, the future is thine own" (SPW 120).

  Even when they are executed at the end, Laon and Cythna, therefore, do not have

any reason to consider the failed revolt as despair. It is a memorial event for them

to provide people with energy to pursue liberty as the goal.26) Laon and Cythna say

at their execution:

    `Our many thoughts and deeds, our life and love,

       Our happiness, and all that we have been,

   Immortally must live, and burn and move,

       When we shall be no more; -the world has seen
       A type of peace; and-as some most serene

   And lovely spot to a poor maniac's eye,

       After long years, some sweet and moving scene

   Of youthfu1 hope, returning suddenly,

Quells his long madness-thus man shall remember thee. (SPW 129)

Their poetic message is not just prophetic, but is immediately proved to be actual

force affecting people. The people gathered there receive the spiritual legacy of

Laon and Cythna: "but those who saw / Their tranquil victim pass, felt wonder glide

/ Into their brain, and became calm with awe"(SPW 147). Shelley describes ideal

poets for moral progress in a society as spiritual force, and assures their
posthumous reward using the image of river.

  In the preface to The Revolt oflslam, Shelley mentions his trip in a boat: "I have

sailed down mighty rivers, and seen the sun rise and set, and the stars come forth,

whilst I have sailed night and day down a rapid stream among mountains" (SPW
34). After completing and publishingAlastor, he was not unaware of treating the

image of the river again in his epic consideration of the East. As the epic poem

demonstrates the unselfish, devotional love of Laon and Cythna to people, their
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journey on a river, which is posthumously taken after their execution by fire, is

depicted quite differently from the Alastor poet's retrospective one along rivers. The

river leads Laon and Cythna to the blessed land for the dead in Greek mythology:

the Elysium. The fact that Laon and Cythna, both Greek people, return to their

native land rewarded and respected makes a contrast with the Alastor poet's lonely

unknown death. In spite of their failure to bring about an immediate revolution,
their travel is fertile and fruitfu1 with their child born from their imagination. (The

child is supposed be reborn and spiritualized from the one between Cythna and the
tyrant.)27) Their spiritual child symbolizes the fruit oftheir love and understanding.

Therefore, their journey guided by the child promises their apotheosis by their own

poetic spirit. This implies that their idealistic creed and revolutionary action in the

earthly world have been proved as necessary28) Again, this contrasts with the

wandering of the Alastor Poet.

   And ever as we sailed, our minds were fu11

       Of love and wisdom, which would overflow
   In converse wild, and sweet, and wonderful,

       And in quick smiles whose light would come and go

       Like music o'er wide waves, and in the flow

   Of sudden tears, and in the mute caress-

       For a deep shade was cleft, and we did know,

   That virtue, though obscured on Earth, not less
Survives all moral change in lasting loveliness. (SPW 155)

This is the most ideal version of Shelley's wandering and, as Prometheus Unbound

reconfirms, the East becomes an indispensable element for his creation ofparadises.

Though the river is narrow, the East is connected to the Elysium where all
miserable exiles are healed and rewarded and can inspire an ideal revolution and

reformation.

Conclusion

Alastor and The Revolt of lslam describes poets' spiritual and physical activities in

the East, where the contamination of pessimism after the French Revolution does

not reach, and the two poems conform the two sides of the same coin: failure and

success, pessimism and optimism of the same idealistic human spirit.29) The
difference lies only in the point whether poets' social participation is realized. If

poets are "the unacknowledged legislators of the World"(SPP 508), they cannot

fu1fi11 their duties without establishing social relationship through language. On
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one hand, Shelley questions the contemporary social attitude towards unfortunate

poets, echoing his own problem with popularity. But on the other, he succeeds in

representing duties of poets realistically and self-critically, using the two contrastive

cases in the Eastern settings.
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   Press, 1964) I: 430n.
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   University of Nebraska Press, 1979) 24.
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   Pennsylvania State University Press, 1997) 195. "The child may be produced by tyranny, but
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   Necessity, whose sightless strength for ever
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They must bring forth their kind, and be divided never ! (SPW 128)

   Donna Richardson comments on this passage, emphasizing the importance of social
   commitment of poets for real moral reformation or revolution. See Donna Richardson, `'`The

   Dark Idolatry of Self'; The Dialectic of Imagination in Shelley's Revolt of Islam" in Keats-

   Shelley Journal, Volume XL, (1991) : 97."Paradoxically, the untangling of the real good in such

   conceptions, what Cythna called the binding of evi1 to evi1 and good to good, involves
   understanding that the good always lies in an intertwining of individual desire and Necessity

   rather than in some illusory idolizing of individual aspirations as an ultimate good separable

   from any limitation placed on the individual by the rest of reality."

29) See Bryan Shelley, Shelley and Scripture (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994) 74. "As Shelley's

   secularized version of the millennium fails to materialize as a political reality, he is
   increasingly impelled to pursue it as an internal quest." Shelley seems to be wrong to suggest
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of revolutionary ideas or presents them in various ways. Sperry's view is much more persuasive:

"In The Revolt oflslam Shelley's imagination discovered a delicate balance between the vision

of possible perfection and a steady awareness of the innumerable struggles, together with their

attendant setbacks, necessary to its realization." See. Stuart M. Sperry, Shelley's Mojor Verse:

The Narrative and Dramatic Poetry (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London: Harvard
University Press, 1988) 64. Wasserman describes the social and the personal dimensions as
'` an immediate millenarian reform of the world" and "an infinite perfection at the end of

infinite time" respectively, and acutely points out Shelley's ambivalent poetry: "However

mutually exclusive and irreconcilable may be the directions of Shelley'S two kinds of poetry,

social and personal, they have a common source in an unqualified aspiration to perfection that

is part of the spirit of the age" (Wasserman 26) .


